
Physical servers. Virtual machines. Network appliances. Personal devices. Employees 
doing, well, whatever they can get away with on your network. Monitoring the 
modern infrastructure is more painful by the minute. And that collection of single-
function tools you’ve got for individual tasks like managing logs and monitoring IT 
assets? Not making things easier. But InsightOps is.
InsightOps combines asset visibility with log analytics to help you gain immediate 
visibility across every endpoint on your network and seamlessly perform root cause 
analysis with related log data, all from one master console. It’s total infrastructure 
awareness.

Infrastructure monitoring

InsightOps simplifies IT infrastructure monitoring and troubleshooting by centralizing 
data from across your network into one secure location. By bringing together asset 
visibility and log management, it makes it easier to identify an issue’s root, too. 
Identify assets meeting specific criteria, then switch to log view for an in-depth 
record of events. Or start by searching logs for known issues, then switch to the 
Endpoint Interrogator to identify related endpoints.

Asset visibility and interrogation

With InsightOps, you gain visibility across every asset in your IT environment within 
seconds, including insight into each asset’s status, running processes, resource 
utilization metrics, and more. With Endpoint Interrogator, you can question your 
assets and receive immediate answers. Get an up-to-the-minute list of applications 
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running on endpoints, list all users logged into a particular workstation, see all 
out-of-compliance software running on your network, and more. 

Synthetic logs

Logs provide a valuable record of the events occurring across your IT environment. 
But what about the assets that don’t generate logs? With Endpoint Interrogator, 
you can generate logs with data from assets that were previously left unmonitored. 

Log centralization and analysis

With InsightOps, you can easily centralize logs from across your entire infrastructure 
for troubleshooting, monitoring, visualizing, alerting, and maintaining compliance 
requirements. InsightOps also makes it easy to track system metrics like CPU, 
memory, disk usage, and more.

Scheduled reporting

Many compliance requirements call for the secure centralization of log data for 
regular viewing and reporting. InsightOps has you covered. Even better? With 
ad-hoc and scheduled reports, you’ll always have the records needed for auditing 
purposes. 

Up-to-the-minute accuracy

Old data leads to outdated assumptions and wasted time. Thanks to InsightOps’ 
preprocessing engine and Endpoint Interrogator, you always work with live data for 
up-to-the-minute accuracy.

Normalized data

Unstructured data without context? You’re just spinning your wheels. InsightOps 
automatically formats your data into a consistent structure, which means you’ll get 
better answers with less effort.

Logs and asset data, together at last

Log data provides a historical record of events taking place across your 
infrastructure. But what about live activity on your IT assets? InsightOps combines 
asset visibility with log analytics to provide unparalleled access to the data you need 
for total infrastructure awareness.

Visual Search

When it comes to troubleshooting, knowing where to start isn’t always easy. 
InsightOps Visual Search automatically visualizes top trends appearing in your data. 
Just click to drill in and out of datasets to identify trends and anomalies related to 
an issue—usually good places to start your investigation.

Quick and simple setup

Ready to start focusing on what matters? We make it easy to get started. Unlike 
many IT tools, InsightOps is a hosted service, requiring minimal setup and no 
maintenance. 
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